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You need to create Deep House productions with the coolest and best known House labels in the world. Thanks to the VPS

Avenger Expansion you no longer have to choose between well-known labels like New York's Soul Mindz, London's Leaddah,
Frankfurt's Rusch & Co. and other exclusive vendors like Troek, and get all the mid- and low-end sound, arps and even

groove that you will ever need for these productions. The expansion contains 100 good Basslines, 100 great Piano songs,
100 inspiring Arps, 100 inspirational lyrics and more. This is something you wont find in any other expansion package - in

this expansion you get what you want - not what is missing! Today's Fair-play is all about club sounds. Techno, House, Pop,
Funk and Minimal have all been enriched with cool club sounds. Are you looking for some good arpeggiators, fresh

drumkits, cool delays, or just some inspiring drum sounds and kicks? Then the VPS Avenger Expansion is for you! In this
expansion pack we have included many new drum samples, cool bell sounds, fresh kicks and old school arpeggiators. In
addition to this we have included many new percussion sounds, inspiring Kicks and awesome Drums. Combine all this

awesome content and you will be able to create house, techno, minimal, drum&bass or funk productions that will amaze all
your fans, friends or producers around the world! One of the most anticipated releases of 2014 is now finally here: XLR8R is

proud to release the VPS Avenger Expansion! This release is a true must-have for all producers of Progressive House, Old
School House, Minimal and House Dance music, because this expansion contains more than 100 presets for almost any
instrument you might need in a track, such as Drums, Bass, Kicks, Percussion, Delay effects, Arps, Piano and more. But

wait... there's more: Like all VPS expansions, this one has come with a bunch of new Multisamples, Textures, Drum shapes
and Effects. As an added bonus, we have also included 20 Bells for your inspiring productions!
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